SAUCE HEADLESS

TEST EARLIER IN THE PIPELINE TO DELIVER QUALITY CODE FASTER AT A FRACTION OF THE COST

As testing shifts left, developers want to run more tests as they develop new code. But due to the volume and frequency of this early testing they require a solution that fulfills their need for speed, and a cost model that supports a high volume and frequency of testing. Sauce Headless provides a platform for teams that are shifting their testing left. By providing headless Chrome and Firefox browsers in Kubernetes containers, Sauce Headless is a solution for developers who want fast feedback on the quality of their code earlier in the pipeline.

Benefits of Sauce Headless

**INCREASE BUILD EFFICIENCY**

By providing a scalable infrastructure to run small, atomic tests in parallel to get instant feedback on code quality before integration, Sauce Headless improves code quality earlier in the pipeline to ensure that bugs are caught before they integrate into the pipeline and become difficult to fix.

**TEST SECURELY IN THE CLOUD**

With out-of-the-box Sauce Connect support, Sauce Headless provides a secure solution to execute early pipeline testing without fear of compromising your data.

**SINGLE UNIFIED TESTING EXPERIENCE**

Sauce Headless provides pass/fail data to give developers fast feedback on quality. When combined with the Sauce Labs Cross Browser platform, teams now have more access to the infrastructure and tools they need to test applications throughout the development pipeline.

**EXPAND TESTING TO EVERY TEAM**

Sauce Headless provides a cost-effective solution that allows teams to embrace the shift left movement. Don’t waste time and resources building or maintaining testing infrastructure, and instead keep teams productive by running tests on the award-winning Sauce Labs Continuous Testing Cloud.

Learn more at saucelabs.com
WHAT KIND OF TESTS SHOULD RUN IN SAUCE HEADLESS?
Sauce Headless is a solution for teams that are shifting left, and want to incorporate more tests earlier in the pipeline. These are usually small, atomic tests that do quick functionality checks before code merges into a master branch, and are running in massive parallel across development teams. Sauce Headless provides a solution for these developers that want to scale testing in a meaningful way, without being constrained by resource limitations. When integrated with the larger Sauce Labs product suite (Cross Browser, Performance, Visual), Sauce Headless offers a complete continuous testing platform to allow development organizations deliver quality software, faster.

HOW MUCH IS SAUCE HEADLESS?
Sauce Headless is available for contract customers of Sauce Labs. To learn more about our packages and pricing options, please contact our sales team today.